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Abstract

In this poster we present a recent extension

of the OntoGene text mining utilities, which

enables the generation of annotated pdf ver-

sions of the original articles. While a text-

based view (in XML or HTML) can allow a

more flexible presentation of the results of a

text mining pipeline, for some applications,

notably in assisted curation, it might be desir-

able to present the annotations in the context

of the original pdf document.

1 Introduction

Several text mining systems are capable of produc-

ing a richly annotated version of the input docu-

ments, and present it in a format which allows easy

browsing. Most of these formats however are text-

based. Typically the annotations are overlayed on

the text of the original document through simple web

technologies (e.g. via XML or HTML plus CSS).

However very few systems are capable of producing

annotated pdf documents – a notable exception is the

Utopia system (Attwood et al., 2010).

Dealing with the original pdf document might be

highly desirable in some contexts. For example,

database curators are accustomed to the layout of

specific journals and often rely on it to quickly lo-

cate the information that they are looking for.

The OntoGene text mining system (Rinaldi et

al., 2008; Rinaldi et al., 2010) is a pipeline of

tools that can provide very advanced biomedical

text mining results, as it has been shown by parte-

cipation in several community-organized evaluation

campaigns. Recently we have implemented some
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extensions that allow the OntoGene system to pro-

duce annotated pdf documents, overlaying the re-

sults of the text mining pipeline on top of the original

article.

In the present poster paper we briefly describe the

challenges that we had to deal with in order to be

able to annotate the pdf documents, how we solved

them, and the limitations of the current approach.

2 Algorithm Description

The work described in this paper is based on the as-

sumption that it is possible to create an alignment

between the plain text version of the original arti-

cle and the text in the PDF document. This is not

always the case, since PDF is a layout-oriented for-

mat, which does not impose restrictions on the order

of the elements. In theory it would be possible to

create a good looking pdf document by listing its

textual elements (e.g. paragraph) in a scrambled or-

der, as long as each of them is given the correct co-

ordinates for correct positioning in the final pdf.

There are several libraries that can extract the tex-

tual content of a pdf file, but there is no simple so-

lution to recreate the original textual order if the el-

ements in the pdf do not follow the expected linear

order. On the other hand, there is no obvious reason

for any editing tool to produce a pdf document with

a scrambled order of elements. So it can be assumed

that in most cases the pdf document will respect the

textual order. If that is the case, it is relatively easy

to extract from the pdf file a linear text.

If the original pdf layout does not respect the tex-

tual order, advanced pdf to text conversion tools,

which allow the definition of specific mappings

could be used, such as LApdf (Ramakrishnan et al.,

2012)).

The algorithm that we implement can be de-

scribed as composed of three steps:

1. extraction of text from the pdf
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2. alignment of the pdf-derived text with the text

mining output

3. creation and insertion of overlays in the pdf

document

2.1 PDF text extraction and annotation

We experimented with several pdf libraries in the

course of our work, in particular Itext, PDFClown

and PDFBox. Both PDFClown and PDFBox gave

us relatively satisfactory results. PDFClown1 pro-

vides highlight examples that can be used relatively

straightforwardly to annotate all occurrences of a

given word in the text, and, like all pdf libraries, it al-

lows the extraction of the textual content of the doc-

ument. Unfortunately the present version does seem

to have some limitation in the recognition of unusual

characters, perhaps advanced Unicode. This would

not be too bad in itself, since we could simply skip

over the unrecognized characters and be able any-

way to produce some form of alignment with the

plain text version of the document. Unfortunately

in such cases PDFClow throws up some low-level

exception which cannot be easily catched, so that it

is impossible to resume processing from the point

where the problem originated.

PDFBox2 provides a simpler and clearer interface

to the underlying pdf: it allows the generation of a

sequence of characters with their coordinates on the

page. As long the layout of the paper follows the tex-

tual order, the sequence of characters extracted with

PDFBox can be easily alligned with the plain text

version of the document, and the coordinates can be

later used to modify the pdf document by inserting

suitable overlays. For example it is possible to high-

light any character (or word) with a colored rectan-

gle, and even add a hyperlink from a word to an URL

providing information on that item. This would al-

low for example to link up selected entities in the

pdf document with entries in a reference database.

2.2 Input Alignment

Since the extracted text is only a sequence of char-

acters and it does not contain any space, we place

all the output into a single String object, plus an Ar-

rayList object. The ArrayList consists of the charac-

1http://sourceforge.net/projects/clown/
2https://pdfbox.apache.org/

ters plus additional information such as the index of

this character in the String object, and its coordinates

in the paper. Then we establish a mapping from the

index of the String to the index of the ArrayList. Af-

ter these preparations we can start aligning the input

file produced by the text mining system with the text

extracted from the pdf document.

The algorithm reads the input file produced by the

text mining pipeline, in the format shown in the ex-

ample below:

W38 142 145 − A l l

W39 146 152 − R i g h t s

W40 153 161 − Rese rved

W41 161 162 − .

W42 163 175 EFFECT I n a c t i v a t i o n

W43 176 179 − and

W44 180 190 − R e g u l a t i o n

W45 191 193 − of

W46 194 197 − t h e

W47 198 205 GC Aerob ic

W48 206 207 − C

W49 208 209 − 4

W50 209 210 − −

W51 210 223 − D i c a r b o x y l a t e

W52 224 233 − T r a n s p o r t

W53 234 235 − (

W54 235 239 GENE dctA

W55 239 240 − )

W56 241 245 − Gene

W57 246 248 − of

W58 249 260 − E s c h e r i c h i a

There is one token per line, and each token might

have additional properties, such as a type (if it is an

entity) and a link to an external database. The align-

ment algorithm should skip over all tokens that do

not have a type attribute, and only for those that have

a type, act on the original pdf by adding a color-

coded highlighting, which depends on the specific

type of the entity.

There are two main methods that could be used to

create an alignment between the two sequences:

• Apply an edit distance algorithm to align the

extracted String with the sequence of tokens

provided by the OntoGene pipeline, for exam-

ple by calculating the Levenshtein distance.

• Compare word by word between the OntoGene

output and the extracted String and try to find

the most possible matching word in the ex-

tracted String. Then use the mapping to find

the corresponding characters in the ArrayList.
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Normally there are well more than 20,000 char-

acters in one paper and thus calculating the Lev-

enshtein distance could be very slow (and certainly

much more slower than the second method). More-

over, it is not immediately obvious which costs

should be set for substitution, deletion and addition

of a character as different papers may result in dif-

ferent alignments. Instead, comparing word by word

may be a more brute force approach, but it is actually

very efficient and, when the input file and extracted

file align well, the results are quite good. Therefore

we adopt the second method using word compari-

son.

Below we illustrate the process with pseudo code,

where “sub” denotes the substring of extracted text

and “article” the whole String of extracted text.

“sub” is used to align with the input text file and will

eliminate words in itself when finding the aligned

ones. When the word is an aligned entity term (to

be annotated), which should in our case be always

at the first positions of “sub”, we could find the in-

dex of “sub” in “article”, and then find the index of

the entity in “article”, thus locating the specific se-

quence of characters in the ArrayList by using the

mapping between “article” and the ArrayList, and

then annotating them.

0 sub= a r t i c l e ;

1 w h i l e ( te rm r e a d != n u l l )

2 i f ( t e rm does n o t need t o be a n n o t a t e d )

3 i f ( sub . i n d e x ( te rm . c o n t e n t ) == 0 )

4 /∗Term matched , t h e o r d e r o f t h i s te rm

5 i n t h e e x t r a c t e d t e x t i s c o r r e c t .∗ /

6 sub = sub . s u b s t r i n g ( te rm . c o n t e n t . l e n g t h ) ;

7 e l s e

8 Code t o P r o c e s s t h e unmatched s i t u a t i o n

9 end

10 e l s e

11 i f ( sub . i n d e x ( te rm . c o n t e n t ) == 0 )

12 sub = sub . s u b s t r i n g ( te rm . c o n t e n t . l e n g t h ) ;

13 Code t o f i n d t h e c o r r e s p o n d i n g i n d e x of t h e s e

14 c h a r a c t e r s i n t h e A r r a y L i s t and A n n o t a t e t h e te rm ;

15 e l s e

16 Code t o P r o c e s s t h e unmatched s i t u a t i o n

17 end

18 end

19 end

We assume that the sequences in the input file and

extracted file are mostly aligned, and in most situa-

tions every term will match the first characters of the

“sub”. Besides, there is also a parameter detecting

the index of the term in “sub”, which is used in the

situations where in the input file some of the infor-

mation such as copyright claims or author details are

omitted. We use a parameter sweep and pick out the

parameter that gives the best matching performance.

For the situations that a match for a term in

the plain text stream is not encountered in the pdf

stream, or the position in “sub” is relatively large,

which implies false match, the following two solu-

tions are considered:

• Term Content has only 1 character

As we delete all “-” characters when extract-

ing PDF file in order to skip over any occa-

sional hyphenation of words over a newline,

and there are some characters in PDF file that

cannot be extracted into the String, we check if

sub.index(term.content) will be larger or equal

than 2 (meaning if this character is not at the

very first positions of the “sub”, we will discard

it), if yes, we will simply skip this character in

the input file and check the next term of input,

otherwise we would set “sub” starting after that

character and delete it in “sub”.

• Term Content has more than 1 character

For this situation, we will temporarily skip this

term and set a flag to track if the next term

will be at the following position of the skipped

term in “sub”. If yes, it means two consecu-

tive terms from input file are detected together

in the PDF stream, then we can assume that the

current corresponding position in “sub” could

be modified with a large distance. So we will

directly delete all the other characters in be-

tween in “sub” and set it starting from the latter

detected term; if not, we will skip the first term

and continue the iteration, reset the flag for the

second term and track the next term.

2.3 Creation and Insertion of Textual Overlays

Since the coordinates of each character are specified

according to the page, if we want to create and in-

sert the textual overlays, we have to perform it on

the exact page, so we need an array recording how

many characters there are in each page so that we

can easily recover the correct page for an annota-

tion. After finding the page, we can obtain a library

object (“annots”) which will allow insertion of over-

lays into that page.

To create the Highlight and Hyperlink overlays

for each term entity, we have to set up a markup con-

taining all the information to be inserted in the PDF

file. We need to set the color and the type (High-

light or Hyperlink), and a rectangle and a group of
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quadpoints both encompassing the areas of this an-

notation. The rectangle could be determined by the

coordinates of 2 diagonal points: the lower left point

and the upper right point, and the quadpoints are ef-

fectively an array with 8 elements, where each pair

denotes the X and Y coordinates of the 4 points rep-

resenting the rectangle.

We first count the number of the characters in the

term, and set the location of the first character to

the lower left point of the rectangle, and the loca-

tion of the last character plus a Y direction transla-

tion of the font size distance to the upper right point.

The quadpoints can also be determined accordingly.

When encountering the situation where the first and

the last character of the term are not in the same line,

we have to create 2 markups to cover characters in

different lines, setting the first rectangle and quad-

points pair ending at the last character that shares

the same line with the first one, and the second pair

starting from the second line, covering the rest of

characters of the term. After finishing the creation

of overlays, we can add them into the “annots” ob-

ject to complete the insertion into the page.

3 Problems

Unfortunately not all pdf files behave as nicely as it

is required for this algorithm to function correctly.

However it is in general possible to predict if the al-

gorithm will function correctly simply by inspecting

the “creator” property of the pdf file, which contains

the name of the software tool that was used to pro-

duce it. We have been able to produce an initial list

of “well behaved” pdf creation tools, for which we

can guarantee good performance with our algorithm.

Notwithstanding the satisfactory results, there re-

mains some problems to be considered in our future

work:

• The input file parses the PDF file in the order

of columns in one page, and the extracted file

is in the logical order, so it may cause some

logical problems when doing alignment, thus

leading to missing annotations. For example,

a remark or footnote at the bottom of the first

column may appear before the second column

in the input file, and in the extracted file it will

appear obviously after the second column.

• Some character in the PDF file cannot be recog-

nized by the conversion tool, so there is always

some mismatch during the alignment.

• In some case, the input file will contain more

words than the extracted file or less. We have

managed to distinguish this situation by setting

a flag to deal with individual word mismatch.

But if there are several redundant words in

consecutive positions, the algorithm will some-

times fail to detect them, and cause a misalign-

ment.

• The alignment algorithm is applied both to

words that require annotations and words that

do not. In situations where it fails to align them,

we choose to ignore these mismatches. In some

cases this could lead to missing annotations.

Figure 1 shows an example of a document anno-

tated using the OntoPDF approach.

4 Conclusion

We have presented a simple but effective method for

enriching existing pdf documents with textual over-

lays marking the entities detected by a text mining

system. We believe that this approach could be use-

ful in some applications of biomedical text minining,

notably assisted curation.
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Figure 1: Example of annotated PDF document
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